
IMPORTANT!

If you have a problem with this product we want to help,for assistance,please call +44(0)800 731 0006

Please keep your instructions.Before attempting assembly,please read through this
instruction book to familiarise yourself with all the parts and assembly steps.
We recommended that two adults assemble this game. Please refer to the Parts List
inside and be sure that all parts have been included. You will need a phillips screwdriver
(not included)to assemble.



1 pc
L-Shape Leg-Left 

1 pc 1 pc

3 pcs 8 pcs 2 pcs 12 pcs 24 pcs

4 pcs 1 pc 4 pcs Allen Key1 pc

2 pcs 1 pc 1 pc

L-Shape Leg-Right
1 pc 1 pc

-Left -Right Mainframe

Wing Bolt

Billiard Balls
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asher



Using at least 2 strong adults pick up and flip table
over and place straight down. Avoid sideways
pressure to Legs when flipping over. 



PARTS REQUIRED1 pc Step-2 Assembly   24 pcs-#10 Screw 

Using #10 Screw (4 pcs) 
to fix each pocket on the 
top rail of table. 
Repeat for all 6 pockets

10

Now you are ready to play . Have Fun!
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How to fold the table in storage posi on
L oosen #11 Wing Bolt
on each leg.
Repeat for four #11 Wing
Bolts.
Hold the end apron as
shown and lift up the table
slowly to upright position.
Release each #11 Wing
Bolt and move the #11 
Wing Bolt to lower hole
as shown .
Repeat for four #11 Wing
Bolts.' Tighten four #11
Wing Bolts. 
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In 8 Ball Pool there is a total of 16 balls;
7 Red, 7 Yellow (or spots and stripes),
1 Black and 1 White.
The aim of the game is for the player to
attempt to pot al the balls of one colour
(or type), finishing by potting the black.
Place all the colours in the triangle in the
same pattern as shown with the Black
over the black spot. Place the White Ball
over the other black spot. Remove the
triangle.
The first player strikes the colours with
the White Cue Ball. lf you pot a colour to
play and play on. If the Black is potted on
the first shot then the balls are reset.
The players can strike any ball (except for
the Black until the first colour is potted).
Once a ball is potted you will continue to
play until you fail to pot your colour, or
Iplay a foul stroke.
 

Pot the Cue Ball (it is immediately replaced onto its spot).

Miss your ball

Hit one of the opponent's balls first.

Hit the Black Ball first (unless, of course you have already pottedall 

of your own colours).

Knock a ball off the table (colours are left off, Cue Ball on to its spot).

Pot the Black before you have potted all of your own colours.

Pot the Black and the cue ball at the same time.

Pot the Black and one of your opponent's balls at the same time.
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The balls are arranged on the table as shownin
the diagram. Use the triangle provided to
place the Red Balls in position, but remove
the triangle before play commences.
The first player plays from the 'D' and the
Cue Ball (white) must strike a Red at the
initial stroke. After pocketing a Red (this ball
remains in the pocket until the end of the
game), the player continues by naming and
striking a coloured ball with the Cue Ball. If
the player pots the coloured ball, the value
of the ball is added to the player's score,
then the coloured ball is replaced on its
correct spot. The player then proceeds to
play another Red followed by a Colour and so
on until the 'break' ends. This occurs if the
player fails to score. The next player in turn
plays from where the Cue Ball came to rest.
When all the Reds are off the table, the order
of potting is then Yellow, Green, Brown, Blue,
Pink and Black (as these ball are potted they
are not replaced on their spots).
The score for potting the various balls is
shown on the diagram. Should the Cue Ball
enter a pocket, or be forced off the table, the
next player shall continue, playing from the
'D' area.

The following penalties are added to the opponent's score and the
minimum penalty is 4 points.
 Failing to strike the correct ball .4 points or the value of the first
 ball struck if higher than 4.
  Cue Ball entering a pocket or being forced off the table, or the object 
 ball being forced off the table . penalty 4 points.
 Striking or touching a ball in play with anything other than the tip of the
 cue . penalty 4 points.
 Leaving opponent 'Snookered' after a foul stroke. Opponent has the
 right to pot any ball he chooses (called a free ball).
 Make a Push' stroke . no score and loses turn to play.

 Need help? Visit our website for replacement parts and product support www.hy-pro.co.uk/contact or call our customer service line on +44 (0) 800 731 0006
@Hy-Pro Sports 2019
Manufactured by
Hy-pro International                                                                            Unit 16-37, 5/F, Beverley Commerci al Centre
Hy-Pro House, Centrus Park, Arenson Way,                                 NO 87- 105 Chatham Road South
Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 5BN, UK                                          Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon, Hong Kong                                                                                                Made in China
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